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Skills Training Program
Introduction
This skills training guide has been put together to assist new and current bowlers develop and
improve their skills sets. It illustrates two main areas of focus and concentration. Delivery
routine discipline and Train the Brain – “mind matters”.
Special thanks to Bear (dec), Danny, John, Lena, Papa, Safuan, Tiger and pBus whose
passion, understandings, knowledge, experiences about bowls underpin this training guide.
Focus: the draw bowl supported by specially created training resources. (Land the Mat,
Tunnel Vision, Train the Brain Slide.
Aim: provide a learning environment where participants have an attitude and commitment
to train with a purpose in the pursuit of excellence. Progress is measured by identified and
expected standards of performance. Each participant seeks through a disciplined approach
to become the best they can be.
Objective: Produce well-rounded, competent bowlers with the key technical, tactical, team
oriented and mental skills to perform to the best of their ability.
There are essentially two types of shots. The draw bowl, the drive bowl. The draw bowl
constitutes a good 95% of shot selections during a game. Therefore, through a process of
continuous improvement in the pursuit of excellence, the goal is to develop the skill sets that
master the draw bowl to “land the mat” and “hone the zone”.
Skills Training Concepts
The contents of this training guide are the product of many years of class and career teaching,
business management and playing sport. It consolidates the ideas, experience and creative
minds gathered over time, training and playing with dedicated and committed bowlers,
coaches and professionals who have a passion to perform at the highest level. They include
both national and international bowlers and coaches who have performed to World gold
medal standard and whose attitudes to the sport of bowls is about being the best through
practising good habits” and sharing with each other their ideas, time, energy and support.
A key feature of this training guide is the emphasis placed on skills training around “Land the
Mat”, “Hone the Zone”, visualisation and use of creative training resources. These concepts
have been developed and refined with “ELBOWS” and more recently “pBus”.

“Land the Mat” establishes the base standard of expected performance. The aim is to
master the draw bowl to consistently land the mat. Training focus concentrates on minimum
and maximum lengths. The skill to land the mat applies for all bowlers. It is vital in the game
plan for the front end, the “Engine Room” to set up the head for the team. I see front end
bowling competence being the key for success. The back end I call the “Fix and Finish”. These
bowlers have additional team skill sets which I refer to as the 5 C’s. (Consolidate, Cover, Close
the Gate, Convert, Change the Head).
My focus is on team. I delete skip from my thinking and vocabulary and talk we not me.
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Draw Bowl Skill Training Focus:
•
•
•
•

Pre-delivery routine
Visualisation – line – shoulder (depth perception)
Delivery technique
Finish

Training Session Format:
Warm-up. (15 minutes) Prepare to train/play. Everybody else does, why not bowlers?????
•

Stretching (3+ minutes) Develop your own set of warm-up preparation exercises.

•

Line of Fire (3+ minutes) Mat placed 5 metres from the six feet mark. Draw four bowls
forehand and four bowls back hand over marker into the ditch. (8 bowls) Repeat

Objective: Fine tune pre-delivery and delivery technique. Stay down on the mat and
consistently deliver draw bowl down the line over/through target. Hold delivery position until
bowl is in the ditch. Key slogans.
“eyes down, head down, stay down - focus on the process - extension, finish down the line”
Line of fire
________________________________________________
Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

________________________________________________
_________________________
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•

Caterpillar (9+ minutes) Place mat on green. Draw bowl 4 bowls on forehand so that
each bowl finishes head to tail. Return on back hand. Draw bowl 4 bowls on back hand
so that each bowl finishes head to tail. Return on forehand. (16 bowls)

Objective: Find consistent line and shoulder. Each bowl to be a routine repetition of the
previous bowl so that all 4 bowls finish in a line. Walk up, retrieve short bowl. Key slogans.
“eyes down, head down, stay down” - ‘focus on the process”
“make each bowl count” - “extend, finish down the line, hold position on the mat”

Skill Drill Sessions: Sessions focus on key elements of bowling essentials/fundamentals (draw
bowl). Drills designed to reinforce and improve skill development, build confidence and
consistency in meeting performance targets. Skill training drills are structured and repetitive
requiring discipline and commitment to a consistent routine. “make each bowl count”.
Training. You can train alone. I find it productive, challenging, enjoyable with others.
•

•

Pair/buddy up. Choice of partner important. Your buddy is your confidante. They
encourage, support, provide feedback and help input your progress. Your buddy is
your teammate, someone you trust, you enjoy training and playing bowls with.
Partner can video your delivery routine on your mobile phone. This provides you with
a personal reference feedback point against which you implement changes to routine.
Team up. Each pair can pair up. (fours combination) Be mindful of the combination.
An important ingredient of team performance and success is compatibility. Team
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•

choice/selection needs to be on the same page as you. Training sessions can involve
competition. Team decides composition, playing positions.
Testing. You need constant testing. Set performance standards and train to these. You
are accountable and responsible for your development. The onus is on you to be
committed, disciplined and to self-monitor your progress. Apart from club and team
expectations, you need to set your own goals and performance standards. When you
go out on the green to train do not short-change yourself. “make each bowl count”.

Tests: Team up. Your partner/s assess, record for reference your delivery routine on your
mobile and progress. They are a positive but critical observer of routine, attitude,
commitment. They provide valuable feedback to monitor progress and keep you on track.
•
•
•
•
•

Jack the mat. Minimum length. Maximum length.
Land the mat draw bowl forehand. Minimum length. Maximum length.
Land the mat draw bowl backhand. Minimum length. Maximum length.
Tunnel vision. Forehand. Backhand. Vary challenge distance.
The slide. Forehand. Backhand. Line and Length. Vary challenge distance.

Team combinations: (we not me) An important element with skills training is to develop an
understanding and appreciation of what team means and the role that each team member is
expected to play. Skills training is not just about the technical competencies around the game.
In my view this aspect requires lesser attention than what takes place above the shoulders.
Skills training should include and focus on what I call “train the brain”. Training aids I have
created are designed to challenge your thinking, condition your responses, provide
experience. Drills and aids are designed to build routine, muscle memory where it just feels
right. You might feel outside your comfort zone. It is important you face new challenges,
experiences and see things in a different way. We increase and improve our learning through
experience. Take the blinkers off. Accept there is more than one way to achieve something.

“experience is the great teacher – that’s how you learn”
“before you learn to win you must first learn to fail many times over”
“the more times you fail the closer you are to winning”
The Meaning of Team: (Luke Hodge Hawthorn AFL) We not Me

“know your role - accept your role – play your role”
Skills training is about player, team behaviour. Each person has a part to play. Expected
performance is known, understood, measured. Know, accept, play your part in the team.
Training sets standards, discipline, commitment to excellence. Make sure each time you go
out on the green you “train with a purpose, train with meaning”. “Make each bowl count”.

“You play as you train” – Have a game plan.
Pennant Structure: Teams are 4 players. (one team) Within the one team there are two (2)
teams. Front End – Engine Room (2 players). Back End – Fix and Finish (2 players).
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Front End: (Engine Room)
Role of the front end is to establish solid foundations for building the head. The front end
is not required to necessarily hold shot. Train to focus on being skilled at consistently
“landing the mat”, the most basic, essential skill to be mastered. This is your job/role to
perfect. Read the head, Communicate, Know game plan. Skills include
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

place mat and deliver jack to game plan (jack the mat skill)
land the mat (visual zone – includes draw line zone) on chosen hand
ensure 2/4 bowls delivered land the mat behind jack
short bowls not to be more than one (1) playing mat short of the jack
put pressure on your opposition by getting at least second shot
put pressure on your opposition by strategically placing bowls behind the jack
change hand to achieve game plan
provide input to team game plan and performance
keep record of team score card, update scoreboard
keep accurate record of team performance assessment score card (page 21)
be positive and support team/side members
refrain from anti-social behaviour
participate and support a team debrief
be honest discussing team debrief; game plan, strategy, decision making etc

Back End: (Fix and Finish)
Role of the back end is to win the end. This means bank end players have got to be
competent all-round bowlers. Understand and know the game plan, good communicators,
strong, strategic, composed decision making and leadership. Bank end bowlers “land the

mat” but, importantly, be technically and mentally competent in what I call the 5 C’s. 1.
Consolidate start from the front end. 2. Cover to protect jack movement or removal of bowl.
3. Convert to gain shot advantage. 4. Close the gate to prevent open access by the opposition
to the head. 5. Change the head when the head is fragile or going pear shaped. Skills include
✓ land the mat, draw bowl delivery to add, reduce, hide, protect or cover
✓ play a weighted draw bowl to convert the head, hide jack, trail jack, shunt team short
bowl, shunt opposition bowl
✓ play drive to clear/disturb head, jack in the ditch, kill head, take out a bowl/s
✓ play to the game plan, believe, trust in it. This is what you should train for
✓ communicate precise clear information
✓ make strategic, smart decisions
✓ refrain from playing glory shots considering potential impact on team and side. The
ultimate glory is the big board not your ego
✓ exhibit and maintain a positive and supportive demeanour
✓ show responsible leadership and role model skills
✓ provide positive feedback for
the team player assessment scorecard
✓ conveniently meet with team members during game to reinforce team game plan and
strategies/changes to implement (break pennant into quarters for review)
Written and produced by Dene Milner May 2020 denemilner@hotmail.com
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✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

involve team members in performance and progress of game
deliver shot selection to game plan (team, we not me)
assess opposition strengths/weaknesses and revise game plan to suit
apply and maintain consistent expected standards of performance. Set the bar
control the game dynamics against opposition
be honest and proactive in discussing team performances
provide feedback on team performance and training requirements
take ownership & responsibility to improve the team not, change the team.

Training Plan/Schedule: (sharpen the axe) Your training session should commence with
warm-up followed by a selection of structured drills. (see below) Some sessions should focus
on deliberate testing of performance levels. Testing should be a focus for all your training.

“give me three hours to chop down a large tree with an axe.
I will use the first two hours to sharpen the axe” – Abraham Lincoln
1. Jenny Craig Weight Control: There are 2 versions of this drill. The Slide. Back Flip.
Objective: Develop consistent line and feel for the bowl on release. Build mind/muscle
memory of what it feels like to deliver the bowl over different lengths.
“eyes down, head down, stay down”.
“make each bowl count”.

“focus on the process”
“extension, finish down the line”

“don’t accept second best – challenge yourself”
•

The Slide: Mat is placed 5 metres (length can be varied to challenge delivery line) from
the slide which is on draw line. Using 1 bowl play a draw delivery up the slide so that
it comes back to you. Repeat the process. Each bowl you put down to be a carbon
copy of your previous as with the caterpillar drill. You go through the exact same
routine each time you deliver the bowl. You are building consistent repetition with
the goal to “make each bowl count”. Master the ability to do 10 repetitive, then 15,
then 20 etc. Choose level on slide you want bowl to reach to develop feel, depth
perception and muscle memory for the speed/weight/length needed.
Set yourself a target of repeat deliveries for a length. When you consistently reach
your target place the slide further down the draw line and go again. See how far you
can place the slide down the draw line maintaining consistent results.

“If my Mind can see it and I trust and believe it,
Then,

I can achieve it”
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•

The Slide – The Brain Train
Back Flip (5 times): Mat placed 7 metres from the ditch. Use 4 bowls. Practice one
hand. Switch over to other hand next session. Deliver bowl so that each of the 4 bowls
stays within the zone, not in ditch. When you successfully get all 4 bowls in the zone
back flip playing mat twice. Repeat process. Same repetitive routine each time you
deliver the bowl. “focus on the process”, “make each bowl count”. Each time you get
4 bowls in the zone with 1 attempt back flip mat twice. Refines weight feel.
Back Flip variation: More demanding “land the mat”. Same as above.
Ditch

Zone

Backflip
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Backflip – Land the Mat
2. Stay Positive:
Objective: Train for accuracy and consistency to finish in or on the positive side of the draw
line. Bowls that cross the head finish in the ditch. Practice forehand and back hand. Tunnel
Vision is used as a training aid to help with line consistency.
“focus on the process”.

“visualisation”.

Stay Positive
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3. Jack the Mat:
Objective: Develop consistency and accuracy rolling jack to “land the mat zone”. Jack practice
minimum and maximum length. Performance standard. Do not lose jack. Roll to zone 90%.

Jack Practice
4. Nothing ventured, Nothing Gained:
Objective: Every draw bowl must reach the zone through the head. Walk up and retrieve any
bowl that falls short of the zone. Tunnel Vision is used to assist developing an accurate,
consistent process/line. Your goal is to impact the head. You impact the head by reaching the
head. Visualise line and depth perception required to reach the zone and impact the head.
Repetitive draw bowling to reach the head off-line. This training activity will include 2 focus
drills. 1.Bulls Eye. 2. Jack in the Box.

Nothing ventured – Nothing gained
•

Bulls Eye: Draw bowl to land the target by passing through the head. Your goal is to
impact the head set up to gain an advantage. You achieve this by disturbing bowls in
the head and/or picking the jack up and moving it back towards the target.
“eyes down, head down, stay down” – “visualise”
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•

Bulls Eye
Jack in the Box: This is a more challenging and exacting drill. Draw bowl to land the
target. In this process pick up the jack and land bowl and jack in the box. If you can
achieve this outcome give yourself a
. You have just sent the selectors a message.
“accept the challenge”- “learn from experience”
“focus on the process – the result will take care of itself”

Jack in the Box
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5. Land the Mat: This is the most fundamental and important bowling skill. Learn to
consistently draw bowls in the land the mat zone. Training uses various
techniques/resources to teach the art of being able to consistently place bowls
strategically in the land the mat zone. Training focus concentrates on minimum and
maximum lengths.

The Zone - Land the Mat score target
Training is designed to assist bowlers develop a consistent methodology, process, technique
to refine their bowling action (video feedback from test) and thinking to achieve sound,
consistent processes, technique. Train the brain should underpin all your training and playing.
Getting the essentials right: (mindfulness) Your training should focus on the key
fundamentals to be a consistently good bowler. Keep it simple. Just get the line and length
right. Know what you should be doing, enjoy what you are doing, set standards and see
yourself improving against the set standards. Learn to visualise. Believe in it and trust it
through disciplined training. “to realise you need to visualise”. It will give you confidence,
enjoyment, a willingness to go above and beyond. The real secret to your improvement and
success is your attitude, the level to which you take control of your own destiny, and the
extent to which you take control of your thought processes (mind thinking). Going above and
beyond requires countless extra hours of training you put in. Set goals, standards in the
pursuit of excellence. This requires repetitive “practising of good habits”. Get your thinking
right. (make each bowl count) The ability to know, control thought processes are the
ultimate keys to success. Learn how and when to switch on and switch off. Once the bowl
has gone the result has already been decided so, “train the brain” to be ready for action.
What is happening above the shoulders, your mind, determines and controls everything that
you do. Your coaches can only take you so far. It is up to you to become that elite performer.
Diagram 1 Land the Mat. ELBOWS 1 mat length standard
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sets a Standard of Expected Performance
2/4 bowls must finish behind jack. Game Plan
Establishes training discipline. Walk up and retrieve any short bowls.
Focus on minimum length and maximum length.
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5. Focus on the pre-delivery and delivery process
6. Focus on visualisation, line. Tunnel vision, slide support drills. Perfect this technique.
7. Focus on “eyes down, head down, stay down”. Pre-deliver and delivery technique.
8. Focus on pendulum, full body motion, momentum swing, the finish
9. Focus on make each bowl count. Hone the Zones – draw line – land the mat
10. Focus on muscle memory. What does it feel like? Depth perception (weight)

The Zone - Land the Mat (diagram 1)
2.5 mats

2 mats behind jack

1 mat short of jack

1 mat wide

Shoulder/Draw line

Shoulder/Draw line
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Things I am mindful of.
1. In sport as in life, you need to have an intimate knowledge of and understand your tool/s
of trade. How does the bowl feel in the hand? How does it behave/perform on the green
running surface conditions? Your mind, body, feet, hands, eyes, bowl are your weapons.
2. Where on the draw line zone? Bowls generally start the main turn phase around 2/3rds
up the green. (65 – 70 % - depth perception). I visualise the draw line and the point on
the draw line (depth perception) where I expect my bowl to start the main turn phase
to reach the “Land the Mat Zone”. This process helps to mentally calculate how far up
the green you need to get your bowl. I say to myself that “to realise I need to visualise
line, depth perception – then do”. I am a disciple of repetition, developing muscle
memory brain transition with full body motion. My answer to weight control is focus
first and foremost on the line, develop a consistent routine and practise repetitive skill
drills. (use the slide, tunnel vision) Over time you should achieve the following. It just
feels right - muscle memory recognition - connect the mental & physical zones. It is
smart and wise to experiment and try new things. I believe if you do things differently
you keep your mind active, challenging your thinking and processes. You need to feel
comfortable, believe and trust in what you are doing. The creative approach I take might
not always work for you, but you will not know that unless you have a go.
3. Weight control (depth perception) and how to fix it. I do not consciously think weight. I
think line. Where my bowl finishes links to the visual line and where I expect my bowl to
turn. It then comes down to my pre-delivery and delivery technique, visualisation, body
motion, flow, rhythm, balance on the mat, extension. Weight for me is about feel –
depth perception. Through practising good habits weight becomes instinctive. It is
about body motion, memory messaging developed through repetitive structured
training. You know when the bowl has left the hand that this just feels right.
4. My preferred delivery technique is the pendulum swing. For short end I start low, stay
low. As the length increases start higher with body position and motion and stay higher.
The 5, 4, 3 o’clock Danny principle. Watch a golfer hitting with driver and then pitching
wedge to the green. Body positioning, feet and flow help provide a momentum shift for
controlling length/weight but everything they do begins first with visualising line and
where to land the ball (depth). Watch Cameron Smith place kick for goal.
5. I place high value on straight arm position, taut wrist, hand, fingers with delivery
technique. (refer compare the pair below) This is an important focus on a fast-paced
green together with staying down, extending action down the line. I find the fingers on
a quick green fine tune where I want my bowl to get to on the draw line. Slow green I
use a more upright body position with greater back lift, full body motion with the swing.
6. Visualisation. The right line assessment and depth are the keys.
Malcom Blight, great Aussie Rules footballer and coach, laments the routine modern-day
forwards set shoot for goal. Speaking on this subject he said the routine and mind-set should
be kept simple. For a right footer, square the right shoulder to the right goal post and then
kick with a taut instep and follow through down that line through the ball.
“eyes down, head down, stay down, finish”
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The Draw Line/Shoulder
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Skill Training Focus: Think about what you need to do. It begins from the time you pick your
bowl up until release. This process (mental zone focus) determines the outcome/result
(physical zone). Once it is gone “it is gone”. This concentration span varies between bowlers.
It should be completed within about 10- 15 seconds. If you are going much beyond this time
limit you are over-thinking and complicating the process. This process involves 4 phases,
•

Pre-delivery routine-----Visualisation (line/depth) -----Delivery-----Release/finish

This 10-15 second mind mat-ters process determines the outcome/result. It involves shot
selection, placement of bowl in hand, visualisation, approach to mat, placement of feet in
position, preparing delivery stance, technique, release/finish. All of this within the time limit,
the most important phase you spend each time you play a bowl. This process is something
you must practise and perfect. This is how you should train. Your attitude, commitment,
focus each time you go out onto the green is to make sure that you “make each bowl

count”. Nail the process so that it becomes a good habit. Train the brain to “hone the zone”.
This is the special place you take yourself to each time you bowl. When you are in the zone,
nothing else matters. Become a Happy Gilmour. These are the goals: controlled thinking,
concentration, zone focus, attitude, commitment, expectations, performance standard.
Adopt these and you will become a more competent, better bowler.
Illustrated below are some examples of delivery technique. Permission was given from
relevant sources to use these profiles.
•

•

•

Olivia Slade. Heathmont Bowls Club. Olivia has developed a sound delivery routine
reminiscent of Jesse Eva, “Elbows Squad” in the early years. Jesse was a beautiful
bowler reaching national level heights. Jesse won two national junior titles in
2002/2003. I referred to her as “The Ballerina”. Lachlan likened her delivery process
to Tai Chi.
Malaysian Safuan Said, won two medals at the 2008 World Championships in
Christchurch, New Zealand capturing Gold in men's singles and bronze in pairs. He
also won singles gold at the World Cup in Australia in 2008.
Maddison Fennell, State junior champions team and Australian NTC squad member
practices her delivery technique.
“Remember this - everything that happens starts and finishes from the mat”

Aussie rules football. Robbie Gray took a mark right foot boundary side 45 metres from goal.
Port Power trailed by 3 points. As Robbie prepared to kick the final siren sounded. Undeterred
he continued his approach and scored an amazing goal to give Port the win by 3 points. When
asked after the game how did he do it, what went through his mind he simply said
“I focussed on my routine – nothing else mattered”.
Below are key features of each bowler’s delivery routine, technique. They underpin what you
should focus on and practise, not necessarily replicate. The delivery routine you develop and
refine belongs to you. Whatever this becomes must be a consistent repetition. Accuracy and
consistency are the product of doing the same correct thing over and over. This process is
implanted in your brain just like driving a car or cleaning your teeth. It becomes a good habit.
Written and produced by Dene Milner May 2020 denemilner@hotmail.com
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Focus on the Process

Remember this. When things are not working out as planned it is not your skill or talent that
you lose, rather, the belief, trust and confidence in your skills and talent.
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Compare the Pair
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Delivery technique essentials evidenced from the photos: There are slight differences and
variations between each of the three bowlers. Close examination shows that all three bowlers
however execute the fundamental prerequisites that underpin what you need to focus on to
produce consistent, accurate draw bowls.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Foot firmly planted on the mat
Knee well bent almost touching the ground. Right upper leg is vertical. Dropping the
knee brings the whole back portion of the body down helping to provide strong balance.
Right leg and left leg are parallel in sync. I talk, get your bum down
Alignment head through the back is straight between 35-45degrees. Shoulders square.
Centre of gravity is nicely proportioned across whole body motion. Dropping the knee
positions upper body lower to the ground preventing a forward lunge. A forward body
position contributes to you over balancing and falling from the mat.
The “eyes have it”. Head down, still, balanced with eye focus down on the line.
Left hand on left knee provides body support and contributes to keeping good balance.
Lead foot is firmly planted on the green with foot pointed down the delivery line. The
step forward is short of a full step. The length of step forward varies between bowlers
depending on the foot spread used on the mat.
Wrist is held back, taut providing greater strength and release control from the hand.
Key fingers are spread evenly around the bowl providing good positioning and up-right
control of the bowl enabling a good feel and touch on release. The fingers are important
in fine tuning control of speed/weight. The fingers provide sensory feedback to the
brain that this process just feels right. Muscle memory.
The bowl is released in a perfectly upright position neatly and firmly on the running
surface of the green. Consistent clean upright release is important to prevent wobble
which impacts on consistent speed/weight and line
The right arm is straight providing minimum movement of parts causing undue
movement through the swing for control strength and feel. The more parts you move in
your delivery the more the chance you introduce inconsistencies into your process.
The swing and bowl release is well controlled. Your bowl should be released cleanly
close to the toe of your leading foot. Too early behind the lead foot or too late in front
of the lead foot affects speed/weight.
Finally. “eyes down, head down, stay down”.

It is all about “practising good habits”
”
All three bowlers focus and pay attention to “eyes down, head down, stay down”. It is
important with bowl release to stay down and finish action with extension down the line.

“focus on the Process the Result will take care of itself”
“don’t be outcome driven be routine, process driven”
To assist the development of a consistent and sound process be prepared to experiment and
use a range of training resources that help you focus on the essentials of line and length.
Imagine and be creative, challenging in your thinking. Always include in training jack practice.
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Hone the Zone
There are two (2) ways of thinking about the Zone and how it applies to bowls.
1. The physical zones. The target area on the green (draw line zone) that you visualise
and where you want your bowl to finish (“land the mat zone”). The training drill is
“Land the Mat”. Your goal is to consistently land the mat over different lengths.
Landing the mat is the outcome, the result of what you do from the playing mat.
2. The mental zone. (10-15 seconds) This is the place you take yourself to in preparing
and executing shot selection. It is the process you put yourself through each time you
deliver the bowl. I call this the Happy Gilmour moment. This is the most important
time you will spend on the green. Nobody can be expected to concentrate for 100%
during training or in a game. But what you must train yourself to do is to have the
ability and capacity to switch on and switch off when it matters most. Train yourself
to know how and when to take yourself to that special place, that moment in time
when all your thinking is focussed solely on the task at hand. The Happy Gilmour
moment. The “shallow the focus” - “nothing else matters” moment.
Each time you put a bowl down (training) your thinking needs to focus on “make each bowl
count”. This starts with the way you train. Condition yourself at training to be disciplined to
maintain a deliberate and consistent routine/technique/process. When challenged draw
from those training drills you have developed conditioned responses from. The best of the
best all possess sound, consistent technique, routine. Madam Butterfly said that before a race
the adrenaline was racing but when she hit the blocks she was back in the zone, back to the
routine, back in the here and now “nothing else matters mindset”.
Same on the bowling green you have upwards of 15 seconds to become a Madam Butterfly
each time you bowl, where all your thoughts are positive, and routine focussed (Robbie Gray)
– the Now. Nothing else matters moment. Train the brain to switch on and switch off. During
a pennant game this means you will take yourself into The Mental Zone around 46-54 times
given roll-up and dead ends. Over a 4 hours game this is about 15 minutes, 6% of game time.
In a singles event which could be over 30 ends and take 3 hours you need a dedicated,
committed and focussed concentration span of around 30 minutes, about 17% of game time
three times more demanding than pennant.
There are different levels of focus and concentration where you seek to gain an advantage
over your opponent. You need to find time to relax, tune out and re-charge the battery so
that when the moment arises you are fully charged, right and ready to perform. During that
time never dwell on the past, if only, the what if, the unlucky turnover. The only thing that is
important and matters is the bowl you have in your hand and what you need to do with it.
Switch on, focus on the now the present. Remind yourself to “focus on the process”. When
you pick up your bowl in those 10 - 15 seconds tell yourself “make this bowl count” and think
only “eyes down, head down, stay down”, finish”. Apply this discipline to each time you train,
each time you compete and more-often-than-not the result will take care of itself.
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Continuous Improvement – Using self analysis to advantage
Some thoughts about continuous improvement from experience and performance feedback.
Example below illustrates a checklist process I apply.
I do a lot of self analysis, “mind matters” about how I prepare, train, bowl and continually
adopt the attitude of trying to be more consistent with a focus on “those little things that
matter”. I find continuous thinking, self analysis is very important to stay on top of my game.
Part of my thinking includes the impact of the ageing process and my physical condition. I am
still tuned in mentally. Like most people I have had to re-think and apply some changes to
accommodate deteriation in body function and movement. Fortunately I am still able to bowl
without the use of an arm though I envisage that time will come. I use an arm at training on
occasion in preparation for a reasonably seamless transition.
The major issues for me are “balance on the mat” and being able to “get down low and stay
low” brought on by nerve damage from chemotherapy. Gym workouts and rigorous exercise
form an important part of my preparation, strengthening and training routine.
Feedback shows my backhand scores higher. I do feel more comfortable and confident on the
backhand, particularly when playing a firm shot to change the head. Other shot selections
(consolidate, cover, convert, close the gate) my forehand is still ok. Knowing and being aware
of how I perform in this regard provides a valuable training and competition focus. I take pride
in being able to think through challenging situations. Things I am “mindful” of include.
Backhand
•
•
•
•
•

Balance on mat feels stronger. Able to hold position and stay down longer
Arm swing tends to be straighter. Line extension more consistent
Body position and movement is more centre of gravity. Helps balance
Less body part movement in the delivery motion, shoulder, elbow, wrist, fingers
Eyes and head position more central to the visualised delivery line

Forehand
•
•
•
•
•

Arm swing is slightly outside centre of gravity
Balance on mat following delivery is weaker. Sometimes over balance forward
Natural tendency for arm to cross body, left shoulder rise, bowl crossing head
Natural tendency for wrist turn rather than palm and finger extension, cross head
Eye visualisation and head position slightly off centre. Stay down focus

Being aware of these issues I have been able to adjust and compensate for those “little things
that matter”. One thing I do on my forehand is “open my stance”. This helps to compensate
for my natural tendency to swing slightly across my body and also helps with better balance.
Being conscious of performance against expectations and the cause of imperfections provides
valuable feedback to make changes. I do squats to strengthen quads and religiously work on
“those little things that matter”. The other issue I have is being left handed. Ask Lach!!!!!!
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The 4 P Formula – “the little things that matter”
It is important in our game not to ignore the little things, the basics. At training I see little
things, little errors, mistakes which, if corrected, can make a difference to performance
outcomes. One thing I often notice with bowlers is balance. During that 10-15 second time
slot when “Nothing else Matters” make sure you stay down on the mat through delivery
release. Attention to detail the checklist, being well prepared are not things to short-change.
Consider these scenarios, the little things that matter, the outcomes that followed.
1. Checklist/Preparation. On 14 August 2005, a Greek passenger flight Helios crashed killing
all 115 passengers and 6 flight crew. Before the flight, Helios technicians did a pressure check
but failed to reset the pressurisation system from manual back to auto after the test was
completed. When the plane was put back into service, flight crew overlooked the error during
the pre-flight procedure, the after-start check, and after take-off check. The plane lost cabin
pressure and hypoxia caused the incapacitation of the passengers and flight crew.
2. Checklist/Preparation. Tim Slade suffers heat exhaustion, Bathhurst Supercars, 1917. A
mistake setting up the driver suit meant water running about a vest strapped to his body usually cooled by an ice box - was instead heating to the same temperature as his car interior,
50c. Slade was dangerously “spaced out” while lapping Mount Panorama. Slade was pulled
from the car, rushed to the medical tent, placed on a drip, and then immersed in an ice bath.
3. Game plan/Training. The great horse trainer “Cups King”, Bart Cummings, trained a record
12 Melbourne Cup winners along with many other prestigious Group 1 winners. Always short
on for words Bart made these comments about selection, preparation, training,
Have a good eye for stock. Know why, what you are selecting for. Have a plan, know, apply it.
At yearling sales, I select for Cups, Derbies and Doncaster. I worked out early that you aim for
the top and then work down. To be the best surround yourself with the best and plan for the
best. It was widely recognised that Bart would select horses from his stable 2 years out from
a race, prepare and groom them for races through a well thought out team training plan.
4. Communication/Messaging. A famous example is an eBay auction from 2007 that listed an
unopened 155-year-old bottle of Allsopps’ Arctic Ale, one of the rarest beers in the world. A
typing error (missing p in the name) meant collectors missed the auction. Only 2 bids were
received. The auction closed with a winning bid of $304. Eight weeks later a corrected second
auction received 157 offers with a final selling price of half a million.
5. Communication/Messaging. An advertisement promoting travel to “exotic destinations”
was inadvertently advertised as “erotic destinations”. The agency suffered irreversible
damage losing 80% of customer share. The publisher offered to refund the original $250
listing fee. The agency responded suing for gross negligence and was awarded $14 million.
6. “Be Prepared”. The costliest dropped catch in cricket history, was Herschelle
Gibbs spilling a sitter off the bat of Steve Waugh in the 1999 World Cup. One line from the
Australian skipper was enough, to sum up the consequence of Gibbs' actions, 'You've
just dropped the World Cup! When in the field “be prepared” for every ball coming your way.
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“Know your role. Accept your role. Play your role”
We all make mistakes, short-change ourselves. There are those that learn and move on. There
are those that are repeat offenders. There are those who seek and take on board feedback.
There are those who already know it all. On page 13, I made this statement, “The real secret
to your improvement and success is your attitude, the level to which you take control of your
own destiny, and the extent to which you take control of your thought processes (mind
thinking)”. The above examples highlight the importance of keeping your mind on the job.
When things are not going to plan think, back to basics. I often find when my game is not
where I expect it to be that little things do matter, and I talk myself through those little things
I should be doing. I have a check list that I mentally tick off. It is the same as the delivery
technique essentials on page 20. There is no substitute to “being prepared”, consistently
embracing those elements that underpin achieving success for your team and yourself. Gameplan, teamwork, communication, role play, train with a purpose, attitude, commitment,
feedback etc. Can you imagine a hospital theatre team going in to perform a heart bi-pass
operation without a game-plan! Each team member knows exactly what is expected from
their performance. They are trained to perform their role, know, understand their place in
the team. These relationships are founded upon 2 important values, trust, respect, one for
the other and the job each does.
Super Car racing, pit crew, garage crew, technical crew, other support staff adhere to a simple
4 P formula. This formula is applicable to lawn bowls and “all those little things that matter”.
Preparation - Prevents - Poor - Performance
This training program is designed to focus on the essentials around mind management, the
basics, those little things that matter, the draw bowl. It is built on a solid routine/process
with established standards of expected performance established through training and
competition. Attached is a sample system for recording performance
•
•
•

know and understand the delivery process elements,
disciplined, consistent application of routine/process – “make each bowl count”,
mind matters focus – “eyes down, head down, stay down”. Keep it simple.

Regularly check your performance. Identify your strengths, weaknesses. These provide you
with a focussed training plan. Use a personal/team score card to provide feedback based
around “Expected Standards of Performance” – “The Benchmarks” required to assess,
analyse and train to improve your game. This score card is a by-product of my skills training
fundamentals ideas. It provides game feedback that you can focus training needs around.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give up when a delivery makes a positive contribution to the game plan.
Short bowls suck. Place S in box for bowl that falls over mat short. Train feedback.
For consolidate, cover and close gate tick the box.
For conversion and change head bowls score net result (+ or -) Train feedback.
2 of the first 4 bowls must finish in zone behind jack to score.
Score head position after front end, each back-end player. Team contribution.
Circle any poor bowl that impacts the head.
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Sample Score Card (Game Plan)
Player Performance Scorecard
Team/player names
Assessment Standard. 1 Land the Mat. 2 5 C’s
5 C’s. 1. Consolidate 2. Cover 3. Close the Gate. 4. Convert. 5. Change the Head
End Jack
1
2
3
4
+
5
6
+
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Ind Score
Team
Standard of Performance
A Game
B Game
C Game
D Game
I
21
18
16
14
T
>38
35-38
31-34
27-30
50%+
43%
38%
33%

7

8

+

E Game
12
<27
<29%

Land the Mat Games – “Variety is the Spice of Life”
I first created Land the Mat idea over 10 years ago. I employ this now in all my teaching/
coaching/training sessions. Every training session a variety of mats are set up over different
lengths with a specific training purpose in mind. The drill is bowling with a zone focus.
Below are land the mat setups. If you do not have a special mat, you can construct a similar
zone using other resources. 1. Cones. 2. Half tennis balls. 3. Coloured CD disks.
The size of the mat is based on the “ELBOWS” mat standard. In the photo you see the cone
setup showing the mat dimensions. 1 mat short of jack and either side of jack and 2 mats
behind jack. The zone is pear shaped toward the back which allows for side jack movement.
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Land the Mat Setups
Mat setups using different resources. I use all of these to provide variety. Using the cones
adds another dimension of challenge. If you hit the cone at the front you are crossing the
head. Same with the tennis balls. They also add a distraction to the head.

I enjoy playing games when I train so employ this methodology with coaching. It adds value,
provides challenges and interest. It is important to change things up to provide variety
keeping in mind the essentials of the draw bowl as the main training driver. I often do not
use a jack. My focus is front end role (the engine room) consistently getting draw bowls in
the land mat zone and back end role (the fix and finish) which includes the 5 C’s.
The variety of games you can play against yourself, with others are limited only by your
imagination. Play around with mat dimensions and shape. I have different sized mats
depending on the skills training purpose. As you/players become more competent up the
ante. Challenge your expected standard of performance. Avoid becoming complacent.
Constantly view the way you train as a process of continuous improvement. Raise the bar so
to speak. Aim to become the best you can be. Aim to be an elite performer.
Why train like this? To become the best train like best of the best. The way you train
ultimately determines how you play. Enjoy what you do. Make sure that what you do helps
you “climb the ladder”. It is not the quantity of bowls you put down. It is the quality. Set
standards, constantly measure, assess performance but always be realistic with your progress
and performance expectations. It is against these expectations and performances you set up
structured training to develop and improve your mental and technical skill sets. As Lachlan
says it is about “practising good habits”. There is no sport that I can think of that does not
have structured, repetitive training as the mainstay, the backbone for success.
Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, but you make it happen. That is
why you train with a purpose. Through commitment to structured training, “practising good
habits” you can master the skills needed to get the job done when it matters most.
“The more I work and practice, the luckier I seem to get.” -Gary Player
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Exercise to Maximise
Play games on your own. Play games with others.
Illustrated below are several mat arrangements. The sky is the limit with what you set up.

Line Spread

In this drill 4 mats are spread along the line. The spread between mats is 4 playing mats from
centre to centre. Play the mats. Objective: consistent line and weight control.
1. Land within 1 playing mat 4 bowls at one of the mats. You can focus all bowls on one
hand or play 2 fore-hand, 2 back hand. Move to next mat when you get 4 bowls in.
2. Play to land one bowl on each mat. In order short - long or long to short. Play one hand
then play other hand. Vary by alternating one hand mats 1/3, other hand 2/4 etc.
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Danny’s Retreat – Line Spread off Centre
1. A jack is placed 4 metres from the ditch. Your goal is to finish past the jack allowing
sufficient room to get each of your next three bowls closer to the ditch without going
in. Each bowl is to beat your previous bowl. You decide whether you need to replay
your bowl to achieve the objective. Place successful bowl in line behind the jack.
A more challenging game is to use 2 sets. This means you fit 8 bowls in order beyond
the jack without going in the ditch.
2. Play in pairs 4 x 4. Play triples 3 x 3 X 3. Play fours (team training) 2 x 2 X 2 X 2.
3. Four mats are placed between the 6 feet mark and ditch at different lengths offcentre. Play to land each mat back hand and forehand. 4 x 1 and 4 x 4
The diagram below shows Danny’s Retreat. In this example eight bowls are played (blue). You,
the team decides when a bowl has finished in an acceptable position beyond the jack to
enable all 8 bowls to form a line finishing short of the ditch. Each successful bowl is placed on
the line to allow the next bowling attempt to be played.
Great drill for getting line adjustment and weight control feel.

1
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Line Spread – off centre one side

Same as the drill above only this time 3 mats are set to the side of the centre line. Objective
is to visualise line adjustment and then apply together with weight control. All 4 bowls to a
mat one game. Another game one bowl to each of the 4 mats. Alternate hands.
Position mat 1 minimum length, mat 4 maximum length with mats 2 and 3 in between.
Focus “make each bowl count”, “visualise line”, “eyes down, head down, stay down”.
Eliminate short bowls. Any bowl 1 playing mat short of zone, walk up, retrieve, play again.
“Train the Brain” to be disciplined in process and commit to “train with a purpose”.
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Line Spread – both sides of the centre line 1

Similar drill to the above. Vary the placement of the mats to suit your training objective. For
example, for a short end to the ditch make the distance between each zone 2 playing mats
with the last zone 1 playing mat from the ditch. Vary placement of the zone. It does not have
to be on the centre line. The focus is to get confidence through practice of being able to
visualise the line and deliver correct weight.
See below another variation of setting mats up to first, focus on the line and then through a
repetitive delivery process depth perception. It just feels right. The key getting the line right.
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Line Spread – both sides of the centre line 2

Variation on a theme. This drill has a ditch focus. Playing mat can be placed anywhere
between minimum and maximum. I tend to focus on the extremes (short/long) but training
needs to consider the game plan that opposition teams employ. Most opposition teams play
three quarter length. The objective with this exercise is to visualise and apply line adjustment,
land the mat without going into the ditch. Mats are placed beyond the 6’ position. Your bowl
must finish inside this position. (yellow jack) If you fall short, walk up, retrieve your bowl, play
the shot again. Training with a purpose is about a disciplined attitude. Do not lower your
standards for anybody. You can play all 4 bowls on one hand, crossing the head with two or a
2/2 combination. With all these games be prepared to experiment. The sky is the limit.
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Up the Ante

In this drill I have used 4 small mats to form a zone. The zone is a little over half a playing mat
from the jack which raises the bar to provide a more challenging exercise. In this drill I played
each bowl on my backhand over a 24 metre length. The playing surface at Yarra Glen is
synthetic, 17 years old running on the day at 15 seconds. It was a lovely day with little wind
influence, ideal for bowling. Three of the 4 bowls finished within a mat length. The short bowl
finished half a mat in front of jack with two back bowls within a mat. Three of the 4 bowls
finished on a good line. The fourth bowl finished across the head by a mat and just outside a
mat length. I rated this end at 75%. I like to play games and continually challenge myself. You
can only challenge yourself if you set, know and vigorously apply standards that you expect
to perform to. Do not short change yourself. The only person you are kidding is youself. I
like to finish a training session on the positive side of performance having achieved an
objective. Don’t beat yourself up. Sometimes it pays to take a breather, re-charge the battery
and come again when things are not going to plan. It is part of a train the brain focus.
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Land the Mat Challenge
This is a special game I employ during training sessions. The whole objective is to get bowlers
training to land the mat. I set up a mat arrangement and run a competition to see who can
score the most points. I use money as the incentive.
As alluded to previously I have a thing about providing visual stimulation. Through teaching I
understood the varied learning styles and the need to cater for students in different ways. I
prefer and enjoy visual learning coupled with learning by doing. It is for that reason my
teaching/coaching has a strong visual and doing focus which lends itself to coming up with
creations that challenge the norm. I like to make learning fun, enjoyable and see bowlers
adopt a passionate attitude about the learning process. Ultimately I value providing positive
advice, guidance and direction that enables the learner to take responsibility, ownership and
control for their own destiny. That is when learning really takes place. The old addage – “you
can lead the horse to water…”
Land the Mat goes out every training session. Mats are left at the club and available for use
by bowlers. It is a training routine through habit. I adopt the attitude that if it is good enough
for the coach to tell someone else to do something they must first do it her/himself. I
religiously walk up and retrieve short bowls. Near enough is not good enough. Draw bowls
over different lengths to Land the Mat is a ritual. Practising good habits. A warm up before
drills is mandatory. Lead by example. This attitude, behaviour is important coming from the
top to implant a training with a purpose culture within the club. One answer to the Q Why???
is to help bring about a positive change of habit for the better.
Mats have scoring zones. I use this scoring system for the club competition. I would like to
think there is incentive enough for players to be challenged to Land the Mat, get all bowls on
the mat. Regretably that is not the case with “surprise – surprise” some of the more fancied
bowlers. They already have it covered!!! To overcome this reluctance I have resorted to the
money bribe. Behind this incentive is the drive to get as many players as possible to master
Landing the Mat.
The competition runs in 2 week blocks over the season. Bowlers have the opportunity to
participate at any time and as many times over the two week period. When a bowler feels
they are in good form they put their hand in the pocket and fork out $2 to enter the
competition. Prize money of $50 ($25, $15, $10) is up for grabs at 2 levels. Top side plus a
selection of fringe players from the second side. The remainder of the second side and third
tier bowlers form the second group. This structure provides chances for all club members to
participate and win some cash. Ultimately the club (70 members) is the winner when bowlers
learn to become more consistent, competent players. Each fortnight after Saturday pennant,
the winners are announced. At the end of the season I run a Mega Land the Mat Competition.
A minimum of $1,000 is up for grabs through a sponsor. This Mega Game can only be played
by those who have participated in at half of the “Land the Mat” games during the season. A
trophy is awarded with the players name inscribed which stays at the club.
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Land the Mat Trophy

Land the Mat Challenge
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Land the Mat Competiton Game Rules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each game 5 bowls. All bowls are draw bowls
2 bowls forehand, 2 bowls backhand
5th bowl is a bonus bowl. Scores double points. Play either hand
Each bowl is removed from the mat so mat is clear for next bowl
Any bowl that touches jack scores 2 points plus the zone it finishes in
A bowl that marginally covers the line scores the higher points
Each game played costs $2. Play as many games as you like
Prize money $100 per fortnight (max 10 fortnights). Two sections split $25, $15, $10
Tied results split the prize money
Prize money shared. Only one prize per player each fortnight
Eligibility for Mega Game is 50+% participation in the fortnight games

In the two bowl example above the scores are;
•
•
•
•

The bowl touching the jack scores 2 plus the zone 5 = 7
If this bowl was the 5th and bonus bowl it would score 4 + 10 – 14
The second bowl which sits in the 2 zone cuts the line so the score is 3
If this bowl was the 5th and bonus bowl it would score 6

The Game Changers
1. One key plank in all of my creations is Tunnel Vision.
This training drill requires the bowler to focus on bowling through the tunnel touching the
centre marker. The tunnel is placed a good five paces from the playing mat on the visual line.
Goal. Successfully deliver your bowl through the tunnel hitting the marker. Set a target score.
“focus on the process”, “make each bowl count”, “eyes down, head down, stay down”
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2. Another key plank is The Slide
The slide is placed on the draw line a good five paces from the playing mat. Your goal using
one bowl is to deliver the bowl cleanly up the slide so that it returns to you without
interference. Repeat this exercise to achieve five in a row. Increase your success rate until you
reach 20. When you achieve this goal move the slide a further 2 paces down the draw line
and start the drill again.
The slide has three levels short, middle, long. These levels relate to weight when bowling a
short end, three quarter end and maximum end. Select a level up the slide and do repeat
deliveries. As well as line focus this drill helps to develop a consistent weight feel for length.
A variation I use is tunnel vision and the slide combo.

The Slide

Skill Training Score Card
Jack the Mat
Minimum
Maximum
Land Mat (min)
Forehand
Backhand

Start

Middle

Finish

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,20

1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,20

1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,20

1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,20

1,2,3,4,5,8.12.16.20

1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,20

5 steps

7 steps

9 steps

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, _______

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ______

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ______

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, _______

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ______

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ______

Land Mat (max)

Forehand
Backhand
Tunnel Vision (5m)
Forehand
Backhand
The Slide
Forehand
Backhand
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